CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
CHARPAK LAB SCHOLARSHIP 2020

The Embassy of France in India is inviting applications for Charpak Lab Scholarship 2020. This program is designed for Indian students enrolled in an Indian institution at the Bachelor’s or Master’s levels, planning to undertake a training / research project at a French laboratory or university during their academic break (May to July).

BENEFITS

The scholarship will be awarded for a maximum of 2 months between May and July 2020. The scholarship covers the following benefits:

- Social security
- Student visa and Etudes en France fee waiver
- Monthly stipend for maximum 2 months (between May and July) provided by the Embassy of France in India
  - 800 euros (for institutions/laboratories situated in Paris)
  - 650 euros (for institutions/laboratories situated outside of Paris)

ELIGIBILITY

The applicant must:

- be an Indian national residing in India at the time of application
- not be more than 30 years old at the time of application
- be currently enrolled in an Indian institution of higher learning at Bachelor's/Master's level
- be in possession of an admission/acceptance letter from a French laboratory or institution where the research internship/project will be carried out.
- the duration of the research internship/project must not be less than 1 month and must not exceed 2 months. If the duration exceeds 2 months, the awardees will have to cover the expenses by themselves.

SELECTION PROCEDURE

The applications will be selected on the basis of academic excellence as well as the consistence and quality of the candidate’s statement of purpose. There is no CGPA/ Percentage cut off for the scholarship. Knowledge of French language will be an asset but it is not mandatory.

The students must submit their application on the online scholarship portal http://ifi.scholarship.ifindia.in/.

For other relevant details, please visit https://www.inde.campusfrance.org/charpak-lab-scholarship or write to scholarship.france@ifindia.in

DEADLINE: Friday, 06th March 2020